
    Its spooky not scary, it’s just plain Its spooky not scary, it’s just plain Its spooky not scary, it’s just plain Its spooky not scary, it’s just plain 
fun for kids of all ages, it’s The Boofun for kids of all ages, it’s The Boofun for kids of all ages, it’s The Boofun for kids of all ages, it’s The Boo----rific rific rific rific 
Family Halloween Show.Family Halloween Show.Family Halloween Show.Family Halloween Show.    
    

    Magic Don brings lots of Magic Don brings lots of Magic Don brings lots of Magic Don brings lots of 
great magic to this Halloween great magic to this Halloween great magic to this Halloween great magic to this Halloween 
party. Things float in the air. party. Things float in the air. party. Things float in the air. party. Things float in the air. 
Something vanishes! Then Something vanishes! Then Something vanishes! Then Something vanishes! Then 
something appears! A silly   something appears! A silly   something appears! A silly   something appears! A silly   
skeleton just can’t seem to skeleton just can’t seem to skeleton just can’t seem to skeleton just can’t seem to 

get connected, but with get connected, but with get connected, but with get connected, but with 
some help from the kids it gets all put      some help from the kids it gets all put      some help from the kids it gets all put      some help from the kids it gets all put      

together in the right order. together in the right order. together in the right order. together in the right order.     
    
    A guy named “Frankie” loses his A guy named “Frankie” loses his A guy named “Frankie” loses his A guy named “Frankie” loses his 
head because at Halloween he gets so ex-head because at Halloween he gets so ex-head because at Halloween he gets so ex-head because at Halloween he gets so ex-
cited about all the candy he forgets to cited about all the candy he forgets to cited about all the candy he forgets to cited about all the candy he forgets to 
tighten his neck bolts. “What are we going tighten his neck bolts. “What are we going tighten his neck bolts. “What are we going tighten his neck bolts. “What are we going 
to do?” exclaims Magic Don.  The kids and to do?” exclaims Magic Don.  The kids and to do?” exclaims Magic Don.  The kids and to do?” exclaims Magic Don.  The kids and 
he decide that a  balloon can be a replace-he decide that a  balloon can be a replace-he decide that a  balloon can be a replace-he decide that a  balloon can be a replace-
ment for the missing head.    After drawing ment for the missing head.    After drawing ment for the missing head.    After drawing ment for the missing head.    After drawing 
a face on the balloon and attaching it to a face on the balloon and attaching it to a face on the balloon and attaching it to a face on the balloon and attaching it to 
Frankie’s body, it just doesn’t look right. Frankie’s body, it just doesn’t look right. Frankie’s body, it just doesn’t look right. Frankie’s body, it just doesn’t look right. 
Who wants to be called an airhead? The Who wants to be called an airhead? The Who wants to be called an airhead? The Who wants to be called an airhead? The 
kids all say the magic words and… Blamm! kids all say the magic words and… Blamm! kids all say the magic words and… Blamm! kids all say the magic words and… Blamm! 
The balloon pops and Frankie’s head reap-The balloon pops and Frankie’s head reap-The balloon pops and Frankie’s head reap-The balloon pops and Frankie’s head reap-
pears! pears! pears! pears!     
    
    Kids get to come on stage and dress Kids get to come on stage and dress Kids get to come on stage and dress Kids get to come on stage and dress 
up in a variety of silly costumes and masks up in a variety of silly costumes and masks up in a variety of silly costumes and masks up in a variety of silly costumes and masks 
while they’re learning the rules for a safe while they’re learning the rules for a safe while they’re learning the rules for a safe while they’re learning the rules for a safe 
Halloween. Visibility for the children Halloween. Visibility for the children Halloween. Visibility for the children Halloween. Visibility for the children 
through the mask and visibility of the kid’s through the mask and visibility of the kid’s through the mask and visibility of the kid’s through the mask and visibility of the kid’s 
clothing in the dark or twilight are covered.  clothing in the dark or twilight are covered.  clothing in the dark or twilight are covered.  clothing in the dark or twilight are covered.      

    
    

    Safe candy eating, along with fire Safe candy eating, along with fire Safe candy eating, along with fire Safe candy eating, along with fire 
safety with costumes and  jacksafety with costumes and  jacksafety with costumes and  jacksafety with costumes and  jack----oooo----lanterns lanterns lanterns lanterns 
are also covered in a fun way that makes it     are also covered in a fun way that makes it     are also covered in a fun way that makes it     are also covered in a fun way that makes it     
memorable.memorable.memorable.memorable.        
    
    The show content and style can be          The show content and style can be          The show content and style can be          The show content and style can be          
adjusted to suit preschoolers through sixth adjusted to suit preschoolers through sixth adjusted to suit preschoolers through sixth adjusted to suit preschoolers through sixth 
grade. The underlying theme of the show grade. The underlying theme of the show grade. The underlying theme of the show grade. The underlying theme of the show 
for the younger children is learning that for the younger children is learning that for the younger children is learning that for the younger children is learning that 
they don’t have to be afraid of all the      they don’t have to be afraid of all the      they don’t have to be afraid of all the      they don’t have to be afraid of all the      
Halloween stuff.  We show them that when Halloween stuff.  We show them that when Halloween stuff.  We show them that when Halloween stuff.  We show them that when 
we say you scared me it really should be we say you scared me it really should be we say you scared me it really should be we say you scared me it really should be 
you surprised me. you surprised me. you surprised me. you surprised me.     
    
    Older children and family shows Older children and family shows Older children and family shows Older children and family shows 
have additional storytelling that builds until have additional storytelling that builds until have additional storytelling that builds until have additional storytelling that builds until 
the “Big Boo”. Almost everyone sees it the “Big Boo”. Almost everyone sees it the “Big Boo”. Almost everyone sees it the “Big Boo”. Almost everyone sees it 
coming and joins in the fun. At some sites coming and joins in the fun. At some sites coming and joins in the fun. At some sites coming and joins in the fun. At some sites 
we add a costume contest and have a we add a costume contest and have a we add a costume contest and have a we add a costume contest and have a 
great time parading around in our great time parading around in our great time parading around in our great time parading around in our     
costumes.costumes.costumes.costumes.    
        
    At one point in every Halloween At one point in every Halloween At one point in every Halloween At one point in every Halloween 
show there is a time that Magic Don puts show there is a time that Magic Don puts show there is a time that Magic Don puts show there is a time that Magic Don puts 
on his troll mask and tells a troll story that on his troll mask and tells a troll story that on his troll mask and tells a troll story that on his troll mask and tells a troll story that 
has some magic and a self esteem mes-has some magic and a self esteem mes-has some magic and a self esteem mes-has some magic and a self esteem mes-
sage woven in for more meaningful fun. sage woven in for more meaningful fun. sage woven in for more meaningful fun. sage woven in for more meaningful fun.     
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